
BAR JO RANCH ENROLLMENT AGREEMENT 

I/We have read and understand the terms, policies and requirements of attending SUMMER HORSE SENSE 

CAMP AT BAR JO RANCH and understand that signing this agreement confirms compliance. 

I/We understand that in the event of any emergency involving the participant, and in the further event that 

BAR JO RANCH is unable to contact me or the alternate emergency contact in a timely manner, I hereby 

authorize BAR JO RANCH to seek and instruct such medical aid for the Participant as is deemed advisable by 

BAR JO RANCH in its discretion. 

I/We accept full responsibility for the payment of all medical services provided. 

I/We release and hold blameless the employees, volunteers, and Owners of BAR JO RANCH from any and all 

claims of liability past, present and/or future. 

I/We accept the financial responsibility for any and all damage to facilities or personal property for which our 

Child is found to be responsible. 

I/We acknowledge that BAR JO RANCH owns and has discretion over the use of all photographs and recordings 

created while the Child is at camp. 

I/We understand that the total camp fees must be paid in full May 1st and that any and all deposits, fees and 

or tuition amount paid is non-refundable even should the camper choose to not attend, go home during camp 

or be expelled due to dishonest, disrespectful, violent behavior, or any behavior deemed unacceptable by BAR 

JO RANCH summer camp staff. 

I/We understand that if registering after April 30th, camp fees for all sessions must be paid in full upon 

registration. 

I/We acknowledge that the Participant is in good physical condition and has no injury, disease or disability, 

other than has been disclosed above, that would impair his or her performance or physical condition or 

increase the likelihood or injury while horseback riding. 

The Participant will not be accepted for registration and will not be allowed to utilize any BAR JO RANCH 

facilities or services whatsoever unless and until BAR JO RANCH’S ‘Assumption of Risks, Waiver or Claims 

and Indemnity Agreement’ and this ‘Enrollment Agreement’ are read, and signed by a parent or the parents 

and returned to BAR JO RANCH.  A Child Registration Form, Assumption of Risks, Waiver of Claims and 

Indemnity Agreement and Enrollment Agreement must be completed and returned with respect to each 

child who desires registration. 

 

PARENT/GUARDIAN SIGNATURE__________________________________ 

PARENT/GUARDIAN PRINTED NAME_______________________________ 

DATE_______________________________ 


